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TELEMETRY SCRIPTS 

I have one script installed (Sticky Thr) at Scripts/functions. I don't really understand the reason for a 
different path in your telemetry script. 
 
Should I be creating separate folders for models in the Script folder before installing scripts?  
 
For the sticky throttle I executed the script is /Scripts/functions and assume it's global for all models? 
 
I tried the telemetry script using the same path but it did not work. Or is it a 2.06 only script (I'm on 
2.05) 

You need 2.0.6 or newer. 
The telemetry scripts only work from scripts/model_name/telemx.lua . They only work on 
the one model that is setup. You need to create each model with it's own folder. Sticky on 
the other hand work from script/functions and work for all models. It's the way the different 
type of lua scripts are setup. 
The folder structure looks like this: 
 
/SCRIPTS/WIZARD/ - For the Wizard script 
/SCRIPTS/MIXES/ - For model scripts 
/SCRIPTS/FUNCTIONS/ - For function scripts 
/SCRIPTS/«modelname»/telemXX.lua - For telemetry scripts 
/SCRIPTS/TEMPLATES/ - For template scripts 

 

GYRO GAIN TO GV1 

Now that 2.07 is out I'm back to getting my Nitro Heli up and running with Taranis. However I'm 
stumped on something at the moment.  I'd like to assign Channel 5 source to Global Variable 1. 
 
That way I can assign my Gyro gain to GV1 and be able to adjust as required via S1/S2 and get a 
nice little pop-up on the screen (the GV pop-up). Also I can "disable" the ability to mess with the gyro 
based upon a switch. 
 
However that does not appear to be an option (Source to GV1). Am I missing something obvious? 
Thought I could do this before. 
 

You use the gvar as the weight, and MAX as the source. 
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INCLUDING HELI IN FIRMWARE 

I don't think you can simply download the firmware, it is "build on request" via Companion based on 
the check boxed options and hardware profile you select there.  
 

It is build on demand. Here is my 2.0.7 bin with these options. Copy the file to your SD card 
under FIRMWARE and then use the bootloader to load it. 

 

 

SERVO ENDPOINTS 

My Nitro, I have the servo endpoints set for Max closed and Max open. Now I am trying to get my Idle 
and normal trim working together. I start in FM0. Want just trim there so I can get her idling nicely. 
Then FM1 is a Linear curve. BUT, I am trying to get it to co-ordinate with the FM0 trim and not drop 
below that trim setting at low stick.  
 
Goal is, Fire Heli up in FM0. Using the throttle trim to adjust Idle speed. Then flip into FM1, with 
full down Thr stick, and have the Idle remain the same, and move stick up, throttle increases from the 
Trim point. Not going below the trim, until I hit Throttle Chop. Which is just Replace, MAX -100. 
 
It’s the transition and Trim fineness I'm having difficulty with.  
 
[I3] Thr Weight (+100%) FM0,FM1 Curve 5 ((-78% flat curve)) 
TrimT Weight (+3%) FM0 (THRO HOLD) 
Thr Weight (+100%) FM1 Curve 1 ((Lin -100,+100)) 
 
Sofar the FM0 Trim works good, Nice and sensitive. But flip to FM1 and she shuts engine off and trim 
is MUCH more coarse 

Working on this, and there is a very different behaviour regarding offsets compared to 2940. 
 
The offset is applied after the weight, not before in 2.0 
 
So in 2940 the mix line 
 
50% LS Offset 100 would map LS to 0 to 100 
 
In 2.0 the same line would map to 50 at the bottom and hit 100 at the middle. 
 
It would have to be written as 50% LS Offset 50 to get the same range. 
 
Not sure which is better, but they are quite different. 
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NEED TO REFORMAT SD CARD 

Have been running the Taranis for around 6 months now with no problems.  using all firmwares up to 
current 2.0.7.  Today switched on and all I got was a blue screen, no startup message or any sound. 
Switched the taranis off and back on again and problem disappeared?. 
 
I've seen this issue numerous times since the new bootloader was issued. In (most?) 
every time it was corruption of the SD card directory.  I don't think it's a fault in the 
bootloader - I think it's a user error.  I believe this is happening because when the TX is 
connected to the computer people forget to use the safely remove hardware - but unplug 
the Taranis with the microSD card mounted.  Easy to resolve. Remove SD card and 
back up the contents using SD card reader - if you can.  Format the SD card - and 
uncheck the "quick format" option.  Put contents back on SD card. 

 

 

TWO METHODS TO FLASH FIRMWARE 

All these issues with the "new improved" bootloader are one more reason I am sticking with 2940 for 
now.  Does anyone know if you can you have Opentx2 and use the old bootloader? 
Once you have the drivers installed it seems to be less prone to problems, and simpler to use by far. 
 

But you are not forced to use it, Companion now uses the 2 methods to flash the firmware: 
1) if the Tx is ON in bootloader mode it uses the massstorage 
2) if the Tx is OFF, it uses the good old method, and as you have the driver installed, I 
suggest you continue to use it this way! 

A very good explanation of the (two) bootloader(s) and its use you'll find here. Take your 
time for reading the article 
 
http://open-txu.org/home/undergradua...-boot-loaders/  

 

MORE ON FLASHING FIRMWARE THE OLD WAY… 
 
I am aware that the old way works for flashing the firmware. I doubt I will ever put a "firmwares" 
folder on mine  
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I believe it does force you to use the boot-loader to access the eeprom, which would be the main thing 
I would use the USB connection for.  Old way was easy, radio on, plug it in. No three finger salute. 
 
Or am I wrong and this still works? 

Yes it still works, but you need to compile with USB=MASSSTORAGE option for this. By 
default, it's compiled with USB=JOYSTICK which means that your radio is seen as a 
joystick when USB plugged and the Tx is ON. 
 
Oh and you don't need any FIRMWARES directory on your SD. Companion doesn't write on 
the SD, but either on Flash or EEPROM! The FIRMWARES directory is something else, it 
allows you to switch from one firmware to another without needing any PC connection, 
provided they both are stored in this folder. 

 

edit - but it is not an option that is available in Companion  
I would think the default should be the other way, or at least put it in Companion 
somehow. 
 
The point is not how to use it, but that it seems to be causing a lot more issues with corrupted SD 
cards, and even hung radios. 

The code is exactly the same. The SD card problems appear to be due to recent batches of 
radios being delivered with sub-par cards, the fact that this more or less matched the 
release of 2.0 is only a coincidence. Several people had issues also with the stock frsky fw, 
and all got well when they replaced the supplied card. 

 

 

 

FLIGHT MODES ON TWO SWITCHES 

I'm trying to set up 6 flight modes on 2 switches for an APM.  I've been trying to set it up where I have 
3 modes on one switch when another switch is up and 3 more when the other switch is down. For 
some reason, I can only get 5 of the modes to work no matter what I do. Once I get this working, I'll 
want to program sounds for each flight mode.  
 

Try this: 
 
CH5 SA Weight(+100%) Switch(SB↑) Curve(1) 
 
SA Weight(-100%) Switch(!SB↑) Curve(1) 
 
Curve 1 is a two point curve, -100 on the left and -20 on the right. 
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Or without curves, using offsets and weights instead: 
 
CH6 SA Weight(+40%) Switch(SB↑) Offset(-60%) 
SA Weight(-40%) Switch(!SB↑) Offset(60%) 
 
Both will give: 
 
SB↑ SA↑ -100 
SB↑ SA- -60 
SB↑ SA↓ -20 
 
!SB↑ SA↑ +20 
!SB↑ SA- +60 
!SB↑ SA↓ +100 
 
You could use Logical swiches to combine the two switches to generate your callouts, or 
use the a~x function 
 
LS2 AND SB↑ SA-  
or  
LS2 a~x ch5 -60 
 
Should both work the same.  The latter is a bit easier if you might ever want to change 
switch assignments. You won't have to edit all the logical switches, just the mixes 
themselves. 
 
If you are looking at pre 2.0 version and they used the weights and offsets method that 
might explain why they don;t work. Offsets are handled differently in 2.0, they are applied 
after the weight and not to the raw input. 

Another way is to use logical Switches (LS): 
see the picture, and then use : 
FM0 - no switch 
FM1 - L1 
FM2 - L2 ... etc 

 

Once you have the flight modes set up you still have to generate the corresponding servo 
output. 
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A gvar would be the simplest, with the different gvar settings for each flight mode. 
 
chx MAX Weight(GV1) 
 
Then set the gvar for each flight mode. 

 

 

USING RS AS A POT 

Is there any possible way that the RIGHT SLIDER (RS) could optionally be substituted for a POT 
(Specifically a 6 Position Switch)? So one could have either a regular slider for those who want it, or 
a POT/6 Position Switch. 
 
Currently there is no programming way to put a Switch or pot in the RS position. I would make 
another donation to get this feature....  

 
You don't need any programming to do that. The slider is a potentiometer. All you have to 
do is to take a 6 position switch, add a series of 1K resistors (one for each position) and 
replace the slider with it. Calibrate and you're done it. If you have problems adjusting the 
expected value for each APM mode, just add a curve and you can do pretty much anything. 
It works fine. The worst part is to find a switch that fits that space. 

{I have the Pot with the resistors built in from frsky. So I can just get rid of the slider and 
program it as if it were a pot??? I thought sliders were special?????  I just looked in 
Companion 9x and the RS is selectable as input. Hmmmmm I will have to break down, print 
up as mounting bracket for the new pot and try it I guess. There is a physical issue as the 
mounting bit of plastic is not designed for the 6 pos switch. } 

I just checked the 6 pos switch. It is not emulating a pot. It is open on one of it's extremes. I may have 
to add a resistor. 

You can fix that like this. 
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showp...postcount=8069 
 
And you can fit the 6pos in the slider position. 
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showp...postcount=8464 

 

Of course it’s doable, the rs slider is a pot so if replaced with a 6 pos pot like the s2 pot then could be 
done the same way. Just a case of doing it lol.  
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Very easy to do as the code is already there for S1 and S2, but it means a new conversion 
to introduce the 6 positions for LS and RS. So it cannot be introduced in 2.0.   Hmmm LS1 .. 
LS6 are already used for logical switches, we will have to find another name. 

 

SD CARD FOLDER TREE 

Could someone let know what the correct folder tree should look like on the SD card. I'm using latest 
firmware (2.0.7) but I believe one or more folders has gone walkabout. A pointer to current SD card 
content download would be a bonushttp://static.rcgroups.com/forums/im...s/confused.gif 

BMP 
EEPROMS 
FIRMWARES 
LOGS 
MODELS 
SCRIPTS/FUNCTIONS 
SCRIPTS/MIXES 
SCRIPTS/TEMPLATES 
SCRIPTS/WIZARD 
SCRIPTS/MY MODEL NAME/ BMP 
SOUNDS/en/system 

 

 

SIX POSITION SWITCH 

Here is the 6 Pos Switch wired as a 50kOhm Pot and Details. Not as Logical as you would 
expect. 
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SIX POSITION SWITCH HARDWARE ISSUE 

Started to install my 6 position switch last night. The switch turns freely but the knob just spins on the 
spline without turning the switch. Is there a fix for this? 

The knob has inner and outer portions that are glued together. Unfortunately, the switch 
operation is so stiff that the bond breaks and the outer part just spins. 
A little CA usually fixes the problem. You can also take a hot brad/needle and press it into 
the joint, keying them together. 
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SETTING UP AN ALARM 

 

For the alarm you set up a logical switch a<x, cell and your value (say 3.5). 
 
Then a function for that switch, L1 for example, play track or play value, choose the track or 
value. You can choose things like "battery critical". 
 
You can do cascades as well, make L1 = 3.6, L2= 3.5 and use batt. Low, batt. Critical for 
your values. 
 
The other way to go is just have it say the value of cell every 20 or 30 seconds... 

AND MORE: 

So, here are a few that I have setup for my models using the voltage sensor. 
 
In the Logical Switches Tab I have: 
 
a<x; Cell; 3.50V; SB (Up arrow).......I used switch SB because I want my telemetry 
onlyyyyy to play when the SB switch is up. Otherwise, if I didn't have a switch, it would be 
active all the time. Some people like that, but I want control over when to turn on certain 
telemetry functions.  
 
Then, in the Custom Functions Tab I have two functions that do two different things that 
correlate to the Logical Switch shown above Also, keep in mind I used Logical Switch 
number 1 so it says L1, but depending what line you put yours in, it may be L2-32: 
 
L1; Play Value; Cell; No Repeat (so, when Logical Switch 1 "L1" is active and obtained, it 
plays the value of my designated 3.5V when that level of the battery is obtained, and it only 
says 3.5V one time since I said for it not to repeat) 
 
& 
 
L1; Play Track; batlow; No Repeat (so, when Logical switch one is active and obtained, it 
plays the track "battery low", and says it only one time since I told it not to repeat. You can 
make it repeat as often as you like. This Custom Function isn't needed because the 
transmitter already calls out 3.5V and that alone tells me the battery is low under load, but 
right after it says "3.5 Volts", the track "battery low" also plays and is helpful as a reminder). 
 
Now I also want my battery voltage to every once in awhile tell me how the battery pack is 
doing voltage-wise, so I made a custom function that calls it out every 30 seconds and that 
is done like the below example: 
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SB(Up arrow); Play Value; Cell; 30 seconds (so, when SB is in the Up position, the 
transmitter will state the value of the lowest cell value of the battery pack every 30 seconds. 

 

 

INPUT SCREEN FEATURES 

In 2.0.7 (possiby started with 2.0.6) the Inputs screen has a couple of features that I think are new. 
 
One is a box with the letter "I" at the beginning of each entry. As far as I can tell it is just cosmetic, 
and I suppose means Input. Is there more to it than that? 
 
The other is a variable in the Input definition called "Line Name" . What is that for? 
 
Is there a page somewhere that describes these and other changes in 2.0.7? 

This is a change that came with 2.0 
 
The difference between "[I]Ail" and "Ail" in the mixers is critically important.  
 
Rates and Expo should be setup in the Inputs. Then the [I]Ail will have the expo and Expo 
included when using "[I]Ail" is used in the mixer.  
HOWEVER if you were to use "Ail" you'd get a very different result. 
 
REASON is that "Ail" gives you the raw stick position with no modifications of Expo or 

Rates.   
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VOLTAGE ALARM ADJUSTED FOR AMP DRAW 

For a really good low battery warning the volts and amps need to be taken into account, because the 
higher the amps the lower the volts will be so an equation is needed to to give a linear result from 
0amps and 3.75v being flat and 0amps and 4.2v being full and Max amps and say 3.5v being full and 
Max amps and 3.2v being flat. 

To factor in voltage drop under load, I have three low voltage alarms, one for each 1/3 of 
the throttle range. With a delay, so that the battery has time to increase its voltage, like 
when cutting the throttle from 100% to near zero. It works really well and using telemetry 
logs, I can finetune the thresholds so its nearly perfect. 
 
Of course it is plane/battery dependent, but I tend to use the same batteries on each of my 
planes. Temperature is not really a problem, temp does affect capacity, but afaik, the 
discharge curve remains similar, just shorter. So "3.6V at 1/3 throttle" still remains a valid 
trigger, it will just trigger sooner if its cold, as it should considering the reduced capacity. 
The same should apply for batteries that have aged and lost capacity, though my flying 
batteries are all still in good shape, so time will tell. 

 

 

Taranis 6 Position Switch in Slider Location (Mounting Bracket) 

 
OK, so I was messing around with my favorite CAD program and CAD'd up this Mounting 
Bracket that allows you to seamlessly install the 6 Position Switch provided by FRSKY into 
one of the Slider positions. 
 
The only thing I noticed is the Resistor Values on the FRSKY switch as provided is all 
messed up. The Posts are 5k and the switch is 50k. So I am going to configure my switch 
for even spacing use 5 x 1k resistors or similar then change my APM modes to suite (Easy 
enough). 
 
Here are some Photos. 
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MODEL WIZARD FLYING WING 

In using the new model wizard in Companion, when I choose flying wing it automatically sets up 
Elevon mixing. I was surprised to see it creates the mixes at 100%. I sort of expected to see the mixing 
all set at around 50%. Any ideas why it creates elevon mixing like this? 

More to do with the capabilities of the Taranis. With the "servos" screen we can limit the 
outputs to protect the servos, so we don't have to worry about a 200% mix result as much. 
With that said, I do not care for 100% mixes on elevons and v-tails either. I usually go for 
about 70% as the 50% is rather travel limited for some sport flying.  

But since the default servo travel limit is 100 and -100 this means the default elevon mix of 100 leaves 
no room, for example, for aileron movement at 100% elevon. Just found it odd as a default but I 
figure there is likely a good reason for it. 

Agreed. If you have a triple rate set, you will still have some aileron, but your point is 100% 
valid. I think it should be changed to a lower percentage as a default. 
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My delta.lua creates 50% mixes. But I normally use 70 so I will update my delta.lua.

 

 

SPLASH SCREEN CHANGES 

 just changed the splash screen for the first time after updating to 2.07. It was a picture of a radio 
named radio. It changed from OpenTX to the radio pic just fine. But now no matter what splash 
screen or bmp that I pick, it won't change from the radio. 
 
P.S. I just found out also that I don't know how to change the splash screen on the Tx only. How does 
one do that? 

The key is that the Splash screen is saved in the firmware. What you need to do is combine 
the splash screen of your choice with the firmware of your choice. Then save this firmware - 
and write it to the transmitter. See images below. 
Usually in OpenTX there are numerous different ways to accomplish the same task. This 
works - there may be a better way. 
 
I don't know that the DFU method is "better" - because it does not work with the Bootloader. 
 
However if you are flashing with Companion then check out the option to write firmware to 
TX directly from the transmitter. I think the images do a good job of explaining it. 

Link for pictures in Post #3110: 
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2178865&page=208 

{If you flash the old fashioned way, radio off, you will update the splash screen image on the 
radio. If you flash the firmware the new way, using the bootloader, you need to do it as 
shown above} 

 

Another post on this topic:  I found a less confusing way: 
 
1) In OpenTX click on Read/Write in the top toolbar then click on Write Firmware to Radio  
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2) In the dialog box that opens there are four choices for the Splash Screen Image. The 
first, Use Profile SS, will be greyed out unless you have selected an image for your Profile 
(in Settings) If you have selected a SS in your Profile this will be the default. The second, 
Use Firmware SS, is the default if you have NOT selected a Profile image and uses the SS 
stored in the firmware file. The third, Use Library SS, will open a library selection window. 
You can use the scroll bars on the sides to scroll through all the images in the library and 
double clicking will select that image. The fourth choice, Use Another SS, will open a 
browse dialog box that will allow you to browse your computer to select an image you have 
created or downloaded. 
 
3) Once you have the Splash Image you want showing in the Write Firmware to TX window 
click Write to TX and you are done! 
 
BTW, if you go to Settings, then the Application Settings Tab you can select a folder to hold 
any custom/downloaded Splash Screens (User Splash Screens) and whether or not to 
include them in the Splash Screen Library. 

Link to these pictures in Post #3145: 

http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2178865&page=210 

 

 

SELECTING SETUP OPTIONS 

We recently had a report of a dead LCD from a customer. Turns out he had recently 
installed OpenTX 2 and had selected the Taranis Plus from the pull down menu. For the 
record, do not do this unless you happen to have a Taranis Plus. (As of this writing, they do 
not exist.) 
 
On a similar note, selecting any radio type except for the radio you have will result in a dead 
radio until you install the correct firmware version. 

 

 

FAI Mode Warning 

 
I've seen numerous folks who check either "FAIChoice" or "FAImode in the Edit Settings for 
OpenTX Companion. 
 

Problem is -- they don't know that FAI = YOUR TELEMETRY IS 
DISABLED 
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Unfortunately OpenTX Companion doesn't tell you that "Your telemetry is disabled" if you 
choose FAI --- It just says "FAI Mode" -- which many people obviously understand. 
 
When checking the firmware download options in the Preferences don't check something 
unless you know what it is. Just checking Haptic won't install Haptic in the transmmitter --  
 
Additionally - apparently (based on the email I receive) lots of people don't know what 
haptic means - it's a vibrator you must install in your transmitter. If you've not installed 
Haptic option then don't check Haptic. 
 

 

FIRMWARE SHIPPED WITH NEW TARANIS 

 
- The firmware the Taranis ships with is the firmware of the Taranis as Frsky sees it as a 
product. It's a stable, customized version of the OpenTX firmware that has no known bugs, 
and while it doesn't offer all functionalities, should do enough for most people. Follow 
FrSky's own, simpler update procedures when they release new firmware, which will never 
change functionality much for the aforementioned stability reason and precisely to avoid 
confusing customers.  
 
- Changing to 2.x.x OpenTX will give more to those who want or need it, but should NOT be 
considered the standard, rather something pretty advanced users who know what they're 
doing do when they either want to test, want to be on the bleeding edge, or are willing to 
give up some stability because some latest feature is really worth it to them.  Once you 
change to 2.x.x OpenTX you are not anymore using "The Taranis" as a product, you are 
using the hardware of "a Taranis" with some other software on it, and FrSky have nothing to 
do with your issues anymore.  FrSky have no responsibility beyond their own official, 
supported, stable and documented firmware and upgrade procedures.  
 
So if you can't understand how to switch away from the stock firmware you can blame either 
the OpenTX team for using an "excessively complex" procedure, or (preferably) yourself for 
not understanding it. Don't blame FrSky as this is completely outside of their control and 
intents.  
 
Sounds harsh I know, but there's definitely some clarification needed here. We as the 
OpenTX team are always looking into the future, have hopes of making RC better, and of 
course love how much momentum there is around people discussing the latest version, but 
please understand that Joe average probably doesn't want or need all that, and pushing 
him to switch when he doesn't understand what he's doing and there isn't much around to 
help him isn't good for anybody.  

 
The latest, "unstable" branch gets changed often and with some but very limited regard to 
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being idiot friendly, is poorly documented because things are still moving, so people who 
use it really need to follow all posts and updates, they might need to change things on their 
cards or models according to new developments etc.  

 
"More general public" should only upgrade to 2.0 when it is declared "stable" enough for 
good documentation to be written and completed, and development work starts on 2.1. That 
will probably be the case after another few revisions in a couple of weeks or months. And 
even then those who do must still be aware that they're not on an "official" configuration as 
Frsky intends it anymore, but on a user customized one following their own decision to 
switch away from the comfort zone with everything it implies, for which support is on 
themselves, the community and lastly the OpenTX team through openrcforums.com for 
general inquiries and the github issue tracker for confirmed issues. 

 

 

INSTANT TRIM 

Speaking of Instant Trim....I have a few perceptual questions... 
 
1) 
You are flying an hit your switch for instant trim. BUT something was off - you need to do it again. 
Do you (A) reset your switch to off, then repeat the procedure , turning instant trim back on....or (B) 
crash / repair and re-maiden   
 
2) 
You set instant Trim perfectly. What now? (A) remove the switch/line/turn off instant trim (B) Load / 
read the eepee back into OTX_C so you don't over write trim settings later (C) that it, nothing more 
(D) All of the above. 

Set instant trim on the momentary switch. You want instant trim to activate (set trims to stick 
positions) and quit. Need to do it again, no problem instant trim isn't additive, it just sets trim 
to the current stick positions.  
 
After landing turn instant trim off. Accidentally hitting the instant trim switch can cause a 
crash. The go to the last line in the servos menu. Click on Trims => Subtrims. Now your 
trims are zero, and the necessary corrections moved to subtrims. 

 

Another set of answers: 

Answer to 1) 
Having used the Instant Trim switch the first time, continue to fly the model using whatever 
stick position is necessary. If you have to hold the sticks off centre to get the model to fly 
straight and level use the Instant Trim switch again. Keep flying and using Instant Trim until 
the model flies straight and level "hands off". It is often the case, especially in less than 
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ideal conditions that you will ned to use the trim buttons to get the final fine adjustment to 
achieve straight and level flight. 
 
Answer to 2) 
Assuming you have set the trims for straight and level flight go into the menu where you set 
the servo travels servo mid points or invert (reverse) the servo travel. ( It's called different 
names depending on which firmware you are using) At the bottom of the page is a 
command for resetting the servo trim centres. Do this and your servo trims on the 'home' 
pages will show the centre position. 
Go to the screen where you set up the Instant Trim switch and un-tick the box or set the trim 
switch to --- . 
 
You have now set the trim indication to centre, disabled the Instant Trim switch and have 
your model set up to fly straight and level. 

 

 

SETTING UP TEMPLATES 

You can copy an existing model, but that’s only useful when you create a new model; you can’t 
change it on all models after the fact. If you read some clever sticky throttle function, decide to swap 
around some switches, come up with a more advanced battery telemetry warning function, or some 
new feature/sensor/ gets introduced, you have to do it manually everywhere. With what I propose, you 
could do it in a single place for all models that require that functionality. 
 
More over, using linked models or whatever you want to call it, would free up function/switch slots 
and make the model specific one's more easy to comprehend. 

You can also use models set up as templates in the "models" folder and when creating a 
new model you choose "restore model" rather than "create model" So you can "restore" a 5 
channel with all the switches and expo ready to use and just modify the bind and sounds as 
needed. 
 
I posted the templates from Companion9x to be used this was in 2.0 @ this 
post http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showpost.php?p=28931711 
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SIX POSITION SWITCH ANNUNCIATIONS 

Please help me with annunciations for my 6 Position Switch Install. It is working perfectly and 
provides the following PWM Settings: 
 
Stabilize: = 991 
Alt Hold: = 1318 
Land: = 1473 
Stabilize(2): = 1500 
Loiter: = 1651 
RTL: = 2015 
 
Do I use the a~x variable and calculate the Percentage? E.G.: a~x -100 CH5 Play Stabilize.wav. 
 
OR 
 
a~x -60 CH5 Play Stabilize.wav 
 
OR 
 
Should I use the EXACT Reading on the Taranis Screen? -100, -35.7, -4.2, +32, +100 
 
Thanks 

You need to set up a Special Function for each switch position. Assuming your 6pos is in 
place of S2 you would set up as follows. ( I will use SF1 to SF6to demo, but you can use 
any SFs and if you are using S1 then substitute S11 for S21 etc.) 
 
SF1, S21, Play Track, Stabilise, No Repeat (or Played once, not during startup) 
SF2, S22, play Track , Hold, No Repeat (or Played once, not during startup) 
And so on for all 6 positions.   

You don't need the a~x to play the tracks you asked about.  a ~x and other logic operators 
are only used in Logic Switches. There are a whole load of logic operators. Probably best to 
learn them one at a time and ask on here for advice.  However a~x means approximately 
equal to. Which allows for a slightly off setting, but of only a few decimals.   So if you were 
to use Ch 5 as a and 50 as the value. It would, for example accept 49.6 to 50.4 as true. 
Whereas a=50 would only accept exactly 50 as true. 

 

 

SETUP SWITCHES ON/OFF 

Can anyone tell me how to turn off the switch settings when the Taranis is turned on? 
I've tried using Companion and the transmitter to turn these off when the transmitter is turned on with 
no luck. Any suggestions? 
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When a switch is checkmarked you get a warning for it if it's not in the indicated position. 
You get no warning for switches that are NOT checked. Keep in mind that this is a model 
specific setting - you have to set your preferences in each model. 

 

 

 

DELAY / SLOW /MAX 

 thought that in v2.x delay and slow were applied to the source and as MAX is a value and does not 
change they would not work on MAX. Either use the switch as the source or set up MAX in an unused 
channel and use that channel as your input. 

Ok. I did a series of "tests". Basically I don't want MAX anyplace in the data stream if I want 
a delay - not even as source for an input. 
 
After making a series of scenarios it's much more clear. Hopefully my observations will help 
others. What Iv'e learned is you want the switch to be set in the Inputs and the delay in the 
Mix. Setting both switch and delay in mixes only works when the source IS the switch. 

Link to post #3298 to view pictures: 
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2178865&page=220 
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MIXING S1 OR S2 TO ELE WITH FLAPS 

Can someone please supply a link to combining a pot S1 or S2 to the elevator when flaps are 

activated?  I'm ok with the 3way switch activating the flaps setting no flaps, flaps 1, flaps 2 using the 

SB switch.  I need to dial adjustable down elevator with a S pot to get the plane level.  When I have 

studied the telemetry I will dump the pot and use a value. 
 

A much better way to do this would be to set up three flight modes, then all you would need 
to do is trim the elevator in each flap position with the trim switch. 
No gvars, studying telemetry or editing mixes required  Flight modes selected by the 
three switch positions. 
 
Set the other trims to "FM0" so that they are common to all three modes. 

 

 

Transmitter Voltage Warning When Battery OK. 

 
I have set a LS to 
L2 
function a<x  
V1 Batt  
V2 6.7V 
 
And SF  
Switch L2 
Action Play Track 
Parameters LowTXBattery 
Enable No repeat 
 
And the track is played; however my TX voltage is 7.5V 
 
Since the above function means if 7.5V<6.7V play warning: this condition is not true,  
Why is it giving me a warning when I switch the TX on? 
 
Note:- I'm using protocol FrSky XJT - D16, 7 channels selected. 
 
Is D16 ok?  or should I change to D8.  RX is X8R with FrSky FLVSS LiPo Voltage Sensor. 
 

I'm not sure why you're not using the built-in functionality for that. If you want a different 
waveform, just replace the factory one.  In any case, you probably want it "Played once, not 
at start-up", because most variables initialize to zero in OTX.  If I were doing that, I'd set it 
up to repeat though. 
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You probably want to use flight modes, and then trim the plane in each flap configuration. 
But if for some reason you prefer to do it with the S1 and S2 pots, you could do it as per 
below. I’m assuming you use SB- and SB↓ for flaps. 

 

 

 

On r2490, I was able to set a throttle switch that would only activate the throttle if SF was back AND 
the throttle was at (or returned to) zero. 
 
I've been working on it for a couple of hours in v2.0.8 without success. 

I do it like this. SFdown is throttle cut, L4 triggers the override 

SF.  

I have used CH4 for throttle, so you will need to change that to CH3. 

 

 

 

 

STICKY SWITCH 

I'm trying to understand sticky switches. Been playing a while, but I'm stumped on something. I want 
to use SH as a gear switch. It needs to toggle between -100 and 100 on alternate pulls. I can't haven't 
been able to figure out how to do it, but I'm sure it's dead simple. Can someone point me in the right 
direction? 

Logic switch : Lx Sticky SHv SHv  and make Lx the source for the gear channel. 
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TH% USING TELEMETRY 

TH% runs the timer at the % of throttle. Was really handy pre-telemetry. Not used so much now I'd 
imagine. 
. 

I use it all the time. A great tool for determining battery usage. The more throttle you u use 
the faster the timer runs. 

Using telemetry instead - I did love TH% until Cnsp came along. Now I hit 80% of pack 
capacity and the nice lady tells me it's time to land. I'm actually getting out of the habit of 
even using a timer except for gliders. I have Cnsp called out at intervals - and "battery low" 
at 80% capacity. 

 

 

Model Setup Wizard with Sticky Throttle for all Model Types 

 

The Model Setup Wizard has been updated to include Sticky Throttle option 
for Plane, Delta and Multi model types. 
The files and instructions can be found here: 
 
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showp...&postcount=450 

 

 

 

TRAINER SETUP 

EEPE attached with 3 versions of trainer where control is given to student by flicking 
momentary switch without need to hold switch. Control is returned when the instructor 
moves a stick.  I am using L1,L2,L3 and so on for the examples, but you can use any free 
LS lines. 
 
First version is just the basic system, only uses Aileron stick to regain control and has no 
safety if student’s connection is lost. Connection lost will cause all control inputs to be zero, 
until instructor moves the aileron stick.  Setting this up requires two Logic Switches and a 
slave channel. 
 
First LS :- L1 , Function OR, V1 - SHv, V2 - L1, AND Switch !L2. 
OR means if V1 or V2 are true and !L2 is true the Logic Switch L1 is ON. 
SHv is true if SH is down(actually forward for SH because it is on the top of the case ). 
L1 becomes active when SH switches the line on and keeps the line ON when SH is 
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released. 
!L2 is true when the Logic Switch L2 is OFF 
 
Second LS:- L2, Function [d]>=x, V1 - CH14 , V2 - 10. 
[d] is an absolute value, so [d]>=x, so if the value of V1 (CH14)is equal to or greater than + 
or - V2 (10 but this can be changed to make it more or less sensitive), the line becomes true 
(ON), which makes !LS2 not true so L1 switches off. 
 
For the slave channel I have used CH14 in mixes this is used to detect movement of the AIL 
stick for The Logic Switch L2. 
 
It is just Source AIL (the EEPE uses [lAIL] but AIL is better as it is pure stick 
movement.[lAIL] is processed and it could give false info. 
Weight +100. 

Link to file: 

http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showatt.php?attachmentid=6980632&d=1406963660 

 

 

MORE ON TRAINER SETUPS 

While we're on the topic of buddy box / trainer setups --- here are a couple links to 
information on making a wireless buddy box. 
 
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showp...postcount=3421 
 
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showp...postcount=3183 

 

 

INPUTS VS. MIXES SCREEN FOR EXPO AND D/R 

I'm still confused about adding a dual or 3 rate sw option in otx2.0. Input or mixes screen? Same for 
expo. The comments about adding it to the input screen before let's say Ail but not assigning a switch, 
then after and assigning a switch is confusing me still. 
 

I only set up the Aileron for this sample - but I've got 4 lines. B↑ which is my high rate 
aileron, B- which is mid rate, and B↓ which is low rate. As far as the Receiver channels it 
makes no difference which input slot this is. I intentionally used a different number than 
TAER to illustrate this. 
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There is also a default line at the bottom with no switch - this is in the event of switch failure 
- or perhaps a programming failure. With no default you can end up with no true line in 
which case you'll have no control.. so you want the default line. 
 
I did a simple mix for the Elevator to demonstrate what to do if you have a plane that rises 
with increasing throttle. This mix will add down elevator as the throttle increases - but only 
at a 10% level. You'd of course have to experimentally determine the optimal number. I 
probably should have put that mix on a switch so it could be disabled if it's really a 
detriment. 
 
As you see the Mixer Aileron channel is really simple because all of the work is done in 
inputs. If you wanted to coordinate some aileron when you use rudder you'd add an input 
rudder line to this channel the same as I did throttle for the elevator.  
 
NOTE: It's very important in 2.0 to realize that [1]AIL is NOT the same a AIL in the mixer. 
Specifically [1]AIL is the "conditioned" aileron input - which includes the rates and expo. 
Choosing simply "AIL" will give you raw stick input with no conditioning - or no rates or 

expo. 
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MORE ON THIS TOPIC: 
 
You can set Diff/Expo in either Inputs or Mixers, but you can only set one in each screen.  
 
Given that Mixer modify Inputs, what layer do you put expo into and which one do you use to set 
differential? Or, is there a better way to do it? 
 
Right now, I've got expo on a global value in Inputs, and differential on a different global value in 
Mixes. 

 
Expo and Rates in Inputs 
Mixes (differential) - slow - delay in Mixer 
Direction change in Servos Screen 
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WARNING: AIL == [1]AIL AIL=raw stick input – bypassing all rates and expo from input screen. [1] = 

conditioned input including rates and expo from inputs screen. 

 

TX view of the difference between AIL and [1]AIL. 

 

 

TRAVEL LIMITS 

I'm using 2.0.8 and noticed that a +/-100% weight in the mixes and a +/- 120% servo travel limit 

gives a +/- of 120 % in the CHx output (both on companion and the TX)  
 
I understood from earlier versions that the 120% (in this case) was a mechanical servo travel limit. 
And that a 100 % weight in the mixes would give me a Chx output of 100%. 
 
Don't like the idea that my actual servo travels (CHx) are not according the Weight setting but 
multiplied by 1.2 (in this case by the min/max servo settings)  

Try the other type of limits, last column in the servo page. 
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But in general I would think you would want the limits to set the throws, either more of less 
than 100% as required. 

Neutral pulse width is the second last column.   The last column is a little symbol, either 
an equals sign or a delta.  It affects the way that the servo moves between neutral and the 
limit.  There is a good graph of it in the opentx manual. 
 
http://www.open-tx.org/2013/08/22/op...sky-manual-en/ 
 
(In pre-2 the symbols were = and ^, but the functionality should be the same) 

 

   

Setting up Flaperons and Mixing in 2.0 

 
I've seen a few questions lately in PM, email, and on the threads regarding "orders of 
operations" and regarding mixing.  I'll use my T-28 Funfighter for and example. The 
funfighter has no rudder so I can put each aileron on a separate channel so the ailerons can 
be lowered to a flap position for landing. I'm not saying this is the thing to do - just that it 
CAN be done. 
 
First of all: (UPDATE: I use the word flaps in this post to describe flaperons) 
Consider the names of the screens/tabs Inputs →Mixer→Servos. That's the order that the 
signal will proceed from your fingers to the aircraft. 
 
All Inputs should run through an input. While it's possible to bypass this - it will cause 
problems if things get the least bit complex. If you have a switch as an input - put it on one 
of the Inputs in the input screen. Then use that Input in the mixer where you assign each 
input to a channel. It matters not what Input number an control has - because you will 
assign that input number to an input channel in the mixer. 
 
For this example you'll see a rudder as input 1 or [I1]. I never utilize [I1] in any of the mixes - 
but it's from a template I've made so there is no reason to remove it. Who knows - I might 
want to move the ailerons with the rudder stick later on and all I need to do then is change 
the mixer input for the aileron channels to [I1] rather than [I4]. So that's the reason Rudder 
is still in the inputs. Don't get hung up on the rest of the lines just yet - I just want to point 
out that I can use Rudder input for Aileron movement. 
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Now in the Inputs I'm using MAX as the source for my flaps Input. Max is a theoretical stick 
at full deflection. I've set three lines for "Conditions" for Max. Conditions you want to set in 
the Inputs are the Rates, and Expo. 

 

I'm using Switch C for my flaps. My choice is Switch C↑ is no flaps - so the weight is 0 
Switch C- is 50% flaps and Switch C↓ is 100% flaps. You need to understand that switch 
choice and switch position is completely arbitrary - it's up to you what switches you want to 
assign to what functions. This is assigning conditions - or conditioning the input on Input 5 
or [I5]. 
 
Now I have uses the [I5] three times in the mixer. Once for the Right aileron channel (1), 
once for the left aileron Channel (4). Each of these will move the aileron down to a 
maximum of 50% (full flaps) because I've changed the weight of them to 50%. I also have 
flap input [I5] in the elevator. This will give a maximum of 5% down elevator (full flap) when 
flaps are deployed. Since the flap input is conditioned if I use half flaps then I'll get half of 
the 5% down elevator. 
 
If your not sure why down elevator - it's because many aircraft will rise upward when flaps 
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are deployed. Putting a small amount (or whatever it takes) of down elevator will inhibit the 
aircraft from ballooning upward and then stalling. I'd recommend that the first time you set 
elevator to be mixed with flaps you put that line in the mixer on a switch - so you can use 
flaps with or without the elevator. 

 

Also you notice that I have put slow into the flaps. This is so you don't suddenly have a flap 
pop the aircraft up.  

 

Link to page where this post is located: 
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http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2178865&page=241 

 

 

PLAYING TRACK ON LS ALONG WITH FLAPS 

I have my flaps on my left slider (LS) How can I use a "Playtrack" on LS? 

You can set a logical switch that meets the conditions when you want the track played. 
 
Then you set the track to play when that logical switch is true. 

 

 

POWER TELEMETRY READING 

I have power as one of my telemetry readings. When I fly a Dynam Hellcat I read/speak 100 -105 
watts in cruise, but when I look at the logs it shows that volts are 15 and amps are 15. As volts time 
amps is supposed to give one watts, Why is PWR showing such a low value (roughly 1/2). PS: similar 
readings on other aircraft. 
 
more info: Using sp40A smart port amp sensor and SP FLVS smart port voltage sensor 

There is a setting on telemetry page that tells OpenTX which voltage to use when 
calculating the power. Check that! 

 

 

SETTING SUBTRIMS 

So - you want to move that control surface just a hair - this is done with subtrim. You could 
do it with trim (and you will) but generally people want to have their trims on center in case 
they need massive trim one way or another for some reason. (this saved me once when I 
broke a horizontal stab....I was able to trim it to land).  
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So simply use your trim tabs to move the control surface to just where you want it. Now to 
transfer this position to the subtrims you will go to the Servos screen in the 
Transmitter. From the main menu this is short press on MENU and then press PAGE 5 or 
6 times depending on the firmware options you've chosen.  
 
Now at the VERY BOTTOM of the list of channels -- way down there below Ch32 is a little 
bit of magic. You can use the minus key to scroll all the way down... or you can take a 
shortcut by pressing the plus key to jump from the top to the bottom (it wraps around).  
Now with the place highlighted that says Trims=>Subtrims - you give ENT a good press. 
Here the beep?? good. Now all your trims are centered and the subtrims are set. Look back 
up there -- -in the channels you've used and you'll see numbers in the first column.. the 
subtrim column. 

 

USING MAX AS SOURCE 

I've been using Max as a source in the Mixer tab for my flaps on a three way switch, and the slow 
function as well. Should I be creating my flaps in the Inputs tab instead? If so, why? 

You can probably use the switch as the input and modify with a curve if needed. This results 
in a single line. Down=100, middle =0, up=-100. 

 

 

POTS WITH STEPS 

When using the pots on my Taranis I use them for setting gain on my NAZA-M V2, but I will never see 
the actual number when increasing or decreasing the value from what’s set in Assistant SW. If the 
pots could be changed with one with steps, let’s say 10 steps in each direction and you could set the 
value of increment in the radio somehow I will then know what value I'm on in the NAZA.  Is this 
possible? :-) 
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Use that channel output as the source for another dummy channel. Run that through a 
curve which runs from 0 to 11 (or so). Have a custom function with "Play value" for the 
dummy channel which is activated when you stop moving the source knob.  I do exactly this 
to have the knob which controls the tilt of my brushless gimbal say the angle in degrees it's 
on when I stop moving it. 

Link to thread for pictures: 

http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2178865&page=248 

 

 

TELEMETRY VOLTAGE SENSOR SETTINGS 

Voltage sensor setting? 
I have a FRSKY SP-FLVS - SMART PORT LIPO VOLTAGE SENSOR feeding a new X6R Frsky 
receiver and can use some help. I have it displaying ok by selecting the cells option but can't figure 
out how to set the cutoff value alarm? 
I'm assuming I don't use the A2 option being it's on the smart port I'm used to setting? 
I able to force a voltage announcement assigned to a switch but would like to have it automatic when 
my lipo drops below 11v. I'm thinking it should hold off for (x) seconds due to voltage swing under 
load versus being actually that value? 
Finally, can I display each individual cell and chose an alarm if any cell drops to a low value I 
chose? 

 
Logical switch for cells<11V or whatever you want it triggered by. It doesn't send every cell, 
just the total and the lowest cell. I would use cell<3V as well as the total if I were running 
one of those.  

Or 

I have setup call for percentage left - most of them - e.g. Logical Switch L5 function a<x V1 
Cell V2 4.08V and !SC up arrow ( this is means not throttle lock so the message is only 
while flying)  
 
Special Functions Sf33 L5 Play Track 90Left (90 present left) Played once, not during 
startup. 
 
I have telemetry screen 2 set to Cells and Cell and I can see the Lipo information. 
 
-- this bit may not be needed. I do not have a plane handy to turn this of to check. 
The more experience will sort this out for you. 
Anyway here is what I have... 
A1 set to Range 5.0V offset 2.00 Low Alarm 3.69 Critical Alarm 3.43 
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THROTTLE CUTOFF ANOTHER APPROACH 

Trying to use it as a throttle cutoff for both motors on a twin. The reason both motors are not on one 
throttle is this twin uses thrust differential to simulate having a rudder. I figured out one way to do it 
in mixes but wanted to see how it could be done or if it was a better idea to use special functions like 
the wizard did for single throttle. 
 
I want what it defaults to for CH1 on both CH1 and CH2 at the same time. Now that I said that it just 
occurred to me to try using two of them tied to one switch. Doh! 

Yes two Special Functions controlled by a single switch will do it. 
You could also seta logic switch so the throttles have to be shut before the safety switch is 
released. 

Have a look at the attached images. They should give you an idea how to set it up. 
i have used the THR stick fully down and SF down to switch it on and THR stick fully down 
with SF up to turn it back on. 
You need to use a raw input, like the THR stick. don't use [i]THR as that can be processed 
and may not give fully off. 
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I get the first screen. The second one I'm going to have to process a bit. I have not gotten that far 

in the programming. Coming from the Spektrum world that's new to me. Looks really cool though. 

You gave me something to lookup so I can understand how it works. Thanks. 

The second one just implements a state machine to turn on and off the L2 function which is 
used as an override in the first. It simply checks the switch, throttle position and current L2 
state. 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finite-state_machine 

 

 

 

 

SETTING UP TRAINER/BUDDY BOX 

http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2167420 

 

 

PROBLEMS WITH SLOW FUNCTION 

In one interation, I did start with the slow there (flight mode tab) - but was trying to eliminate the 
(ch3 elevator) bouncing around. The last place I tried was the mixer tap.  
 
Still Need to understand Why.  
 

It is the slow that is causing the problem.  When SE is not in the middle SB has no input so 
is in the default condition zero.When you move SE to the middle SB activate but starts from 
Zero. the delay causes this to tike some time. Without the delay it would be instant so the 
output would move instantly to the SB switch position.  When you switch SE away from 
centre SB the current position is active and the slow causes it to move slowly back to the 
default zero position.  I've done a quick mod and added as a second model on your eepe. 
The mod does away with the Flight Mode and uses a dummy channel CH10 which is then 
used in the ELE mix. It is way past my bedtime (almost 01-00 ) and this old git is struggling 
to keep eyes open.  

Link to eepe file: 

http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showatt.php?attachmentid=7010055&d=1407887639 
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FLIGHT MODES 

The real advantage of the FM is you can fade them in and out AND have different trim for that 'new' 
wing configuration.  In my situation, yes can be done without FM. I was trying to learn how to use 
FM's and there application. 
 

I've rehashed the eepe to operate as flight modes, see the third model.  You still need the 
dummy channel but only FM1 ticked the same with the extra line in the mix, just FM1 ticked. 
The slow was quite small so I have increased it to 13 seconds so, in the Channel Monitor, it 
is easy to see it works. You can adjust it to suit. Curve1 is also probably too much, just 
move the right hand dot to give a suitable amount. Or it could be changed for a GVAR to 
give an adjustable compensation. 

Link to eepe file: 

http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showatt.php?attachmentid=7011396&d=1407938918 

 

 

FAILSAFE 

Can anyone summarize with the new Receiver and the older failsafe options on an X8R receiver, 
which modes actually continue to send PWM pulses out from the receiver? I am trying to design an 
emergency stabilization system setup, but the RX3S needs the pulses to continue from the receiver or 
it will just fail to a hold last status. I am trying to force a stabilized slow descending turn in failsafe 
mode, but will also probably program custom logic switches to make sure the mode can be manually 
switched on without turning off the radio as well. 

The X8R and most of FrSky receivers offer 3 options for failsafe.  
 
1- They default to hold last good command. 
2- You can program a set failsafe position via the Taranis, or pushing the f/s button on the 
receiver while holding the channels where you would like them. 
3- Push the F/S button on the receiver when the transmitter is turned off, and the receiver 
will not output anything when in failsafe. This is handy for many flight controllers to trigger a 
safety mode. 
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PROBLEM SOLVED BY REFORMATTING SD CARD 

 The TX doesn’t speak every time i turn on my radio. When the TX doesn’t speak i don’t have access 
to the memory card and of course can’t see any files. What can i do to make here come back and 
speak every time i turn on my radio? 
 

Copy everything from the SD card, then format it, then copy everything back onto it. Should 
do the trick. 

Flash media is not all that stable and apparently the directory can become corrupted. I 
teach photography, and we make reformatting our flash media a regular part of the work 
flow. Don't think you need to regularly format your microSD card in the Taranis - but if it acts 
strange that's the first thing to do. The second is to replace it. Of course it's prudent to keep 
a back-up of everything on the SD card - especially if you have files unique to you such as 
logs, or backed up models. 

 

 

HAPTIC TIMING 

I just installed Haptic. There is one primary thing I want it to do, and that's vibrate when my 
timer is complete, as in when the timer reaches ) seconds. For my Timer, I have I used the 
SH switch and the Sticky and Edge properties to make it work.  
 
It looks like this: 
 
L2; Sticky; L3; L4 
L3; Edge; SH(down); 0.0; 1.0 
L4; Edge; SH(down); 1.1; 3.0 
 
Therefore, my Timer starts with SH(down) if pressed momentarily between o and 1 second, 
and the Timer resets when I hold SH down for between 1.1 and 3.0 seconds.  
 
For Haptic, how do I get it to simply buzz when my Timer1 ends (I also want to keep my 
voice alerts for my Timer as well)? 
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SEQUENCER 

I have a question for all of you LUA programmers out there: 

Is it possible to make a script that circles 10 sound files in a row, at each button press (let's say on the 

trainer momentary switch)? 

I would use it for F3M sequences. I enter the box, press button, she says the first figure. Then the 

second...you get the point. 

It can be done without LUA. A sequence caller exists:  
 
http://rcsettings.com/index.php/view...r-for-a-b-cert 
 
http://openrcforums.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=38&t=4946 
 
This can be altered to suit particular requirements. 

 

 

HAPTIC TIMING (2) 

Okay, I just tried the a=x for the Timer1 at 10 seconds to make the haptic work. I set the haptic to 
work for 5 seconds. Now, the haptic occurs right at 10 seconds as it should, but it does not last 5 
seconds. It only provides haptic buzz one time. With the way I set it, haptic should buzz from when the 
Timer reaches 10 seconds and keep going until 5 seconds are on the timer clock. Hmm 

The screens below run haptic from 10 to 0 seconds. Change the time in L2 to 00:05 and it 
would run from 10 to 5 seconds. 
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THROTTLE TRIM 

In the process of setting up my carburetor on my o.s 95ax. In the servo inner hole my carb did not 
fully open/close, so I moved out 1 hole on servo arm. Then I had to reduce endpoints to 80% on both 
sides of throttle to stop binding. Also change direction(reverse) on throttle servo. 
I want to setup my carb so that it is fully closed with trim and stick fully down and when my trim are 
approximately centered (with stick still fully down) it must basically idle. At the moment when my 
stick are fully down - trim does not work from center to down only from center up. So what I want to 
accomplish is that when my trim is centered, with minimum stick the engine must idle and if I want to 
switch of the engine I set my trim fully down. Am I missing something? 

Go to the model settings page and check the "Throttle Trim Idle Only" box. 

 

 

SEQUENCER (2) 

OK I got the sequence caller lua made and working so you can do away with all those SF 
switches and use it on any model with ease. 
this one if you already have the sound files 
http://rcsettings.com/index.php/view...equence-caller 
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this if you don’t 
http://rcsettings.com/index.php/view...equence-caller 

 

 

 


